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1. INTRODUCTION 
Usually continuous dependence of the solution on the drift term for a 
stochastic differential equation is established under the assumption that 
d, = jj:, E Ifi(t, x(t, 0)) -fi( t, x(t, o))l* dt is small on a fixed class of 
stochastic processes x( * ), where fi, i = 1, 2, stand for drift terms. The first 
property we prove uses a weaker topology on the drift terms. Namely, 
d,= sup 
1’J”E [tcJ,r,] 
E j’* Lfi(t, x(t3)) -f2(& x(o))1 dt I’ 
2 
has to be small for random variables x(. ) in a fixed set. In both cases the 
distance between solutions is measured by E supre rIat,, 1x,(& o) - 
x,(t, w)(*; d, allows to use a larger set of drift terms which are close to a 
fixed one. 
Such extension of the conditions for continuous dependence appears for 
deterministic ordinary differential equations in a paper of Krasnoselskii 
and Krein [l] in connection with the averaging principle. The result in 
[ 1 ] is generalized by Kurzweil and Vorel in [2] to the case when the 
domain is not a bounded one and the equal continuity and equal bounded- 
ness of the right-hand side in the differential equation as a function of the 
state variable are replaced by weaker hypotheses. 
The papers [ 1 ] and [2] concerning only ordinary differential equations 
were generalized by Neustadt in [3] for integral-like operator equations 
including Volterra-type equations with delay. 
Continuity and differentiability of the solutions of differential equations 
with respect to a parameter are usually required in optimal control 
problems and Gamkrelidze [4] used them by considering a larger set of 
admissible controls for getting necessary conditions in deterministic 
systems. The approach of Gamkrelidze is extended in [S] for controlled Ito 
equations. 
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The second question we are addressing is the one of the invariants for 
the processes defined by Ito equations when a time change is performed. 
For deterministic autonomous differential equations the invariant under a 
time change is the trajectory; in the case of Ito equations we shall show 
that such invariant is the set lJ,, 0 supp P,(. ), where P,( .) is the 
probability measure generated by the random vector x(t, . ). Time change 
for stochastic processes and Ito equations have been considered by 
Gikhman and Skorokhod [6], Varadhan [7], Knight [8], Krylov [9], 
but invariance of the above described set was not remarked. 
By an appropriate time change, an Ito equation with unbounded coef- 
ficients can be transformed into one with bounded coefficients and this 
change gives an alternative way for extending to the case of unbounded 
coefficients the description of the above set as the attainable set of a deter- 
ministic control system given by Stroock and Varadhan [ 111. 
2. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE 
Let (52, F,p} b e a complete probability space and r a set of measurable 
functionsf: [to, t,] x R” x Q + Rk for with there exist K, > 0 and p natural 
such that 
(i) If(& x2 o)l G K,(l + I-+‘), If(f, x2, w) - At, xl, ~~11 G 
K,(l+ Ix,l”+ Ix21p) Ix2-x1l, TV [to, tll, WE@ x, x~,x~ER”. 
Let MEL,~(Q; R”) be defined by (E ~x(~))~p)‘/~p<K~(tl)x(~)~M, 
where K, > 0 is fixed, and E stands for expectation with respect to P. Con- 
sider a family X of measurable stochastic processes x(t, w): [to, tl] x 
Sz + R” such that 
(ii) x(t;)~M, EIx(t”,o)-x(t’,o~)/~<K~ It”-t’12 
for any t, t’, t” E [to, ti ] and x( . ) E X, where K, > 0 is fixed. The set X can 
be taken as the Ito solutions for a family of stochastic differential equations 
verifying usual conditions of existence and uniqueness. 
LEMMA 1. Let {fm}~=OcT de such that 
II 
1” 
lim sup E Cfvdt, x(w), w) --fo(t, x(m), 011 dt 2 = 0 
m- Wf’,f”E [t&r,] 
,, 
uniformly in x( . ) E M. Then 
Ii 
1” 
lim E sup Cfm(t, -46 a), 0) -.L,(t, x(t, 01, 0) dt ’ = 0 
m- mt’,t”E [f&f,] I’ 
uniformly with respect to x( .) E X. 
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Proof: Let 6 > 0 be fixed. Denote g,(t, x, w) =f,(t, x, o) --fo(t, x, o) 
and let rr: t,=s,<s, < *** <s,= t, be a partition of [to, tl] such that 
tsi + 1 - si) ‘I* 6 6. A direct computation gives 
g,,,(t, 4~ w), w) dt 
IgnAt, 46 a), 011 dO* j2. (1) 
Using Holder inequality we get 
(1 
u.7 
< sup (meas Z)‘/* E lqm(& x(t, 01, d12 dt 
IErr 0 
< 3X,( 1 + zq)(t, - to)“2 (2) 
and for tie [si, sit,) we have 
Igm(t, x(f, m), W)-g,(t, x(tiy w), o)I dt 
E(1 + Ix(t, w)IP + Ix(t;, 0)1”)~ dt 
114 
X E Ix(t, o) - x(ti, w)l” dt 
< 2(S;+ 1 -~Sj)l’~ Kr(1 + 2K*)(Sj+ r -Sj)“4 K,(kYi+ 1 -Si)3’4 
= 2K, K3( 1 + 2K,)(Sj,, - sJ3’*. (3) 
Denote by T, the first sum and by T, the second one in the right-hand 
side in (1). From (2) we have 
T,bC,6 
for some constant Cz, and computation gives 
(4) 
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T, 6 Nf’ 
i=O i I 
E JS’+’ g,(t, x(ti, o), o) dt 
2 l/2 
s, Ii 
+ Nf’ 
i( 
E j”+’ Ig,(t, ~(6 01, a)-gg,(t, x(tj, o), o)l dt . (5) 
i=O a 
By the assumption in the statement for any E > 0 there exists N(E) such that 
each term in the first sum T; in (5) is less than E for m 2 N(E). Choose 
E = 6/N. It follows that T; < 6 and 
T,<S+T; (6) 
for m suficiently large, where T;’ is the second sum in (5). On the other 
hand, using (3) and (si+ 1 - ~.)i’~ < 6 we get that Ty is less than C,, where I 
C, is a constant. Therefore 
T,<(l+C,)d (7) 
for m sufficiently large. From (4) and (7) we obtain the conclusion. The 
proof is complete. 
With similar arguments as in Lemma 1 one may obtain a result 
regarding a finite subset rl G r, rl = (f,( t, x, o) ,..., fi( t, x, o)}, and the set 
p, of all convex combinations in r1 
where n consists of measurable functions A(. ): [to, tl] + R’ such that 
lj(f)>O, Cf=, n,(t)= l, fE CzO, ?I]. 
Define r, c r by j( * ) E r, iff f~ r and for each (t, x, ) there exists 
i E ( l,..., I} such that f( t, x, w) =fJ t, x, 0). 
LEMMA 2. Zf for any E > 0 and fA(. ) E Fl there exists f,( . ) E r, such that 
SUP,,,~,, E lj$’ [f,(t, x(w), o) -fn(t, x(o), o)] dt12 GE uniformly with respect 
to x( *) EM then for any 6 > 0 and fn E F1 there exists f, E r,. such that 
2 
ESUP I~“[f~(r,x(f,~),0)-f~(r,x(f,0),0)1df ~6 ,‘,f” I’ 
uniformly with respect to x( . ) E X. 
The proof repeats the same computations as in Lemma 1. 
As a consequence of Lemma 2 we have the following continuous depen- 
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dence property. Over the fixed probability space (0, 9, P} consider the 
set of Ito differential equations (A(*)E~) 
dX(t)= f: Aj(t)h(X) dC+ f gi(t, X)dWi(t), 
( ) 
x(to) =x0, t E [to, t11 
j=l i= 1 
(8) 
with w(. ) a Wiener process, fj, gi measurble and C’ with respect to x, 
fulfilling conditions of the form 
MC x)1 G K,(l + I4 ), TV [to, f11, XER”, (9) 
I I 
g (f, x) G K,, TV [to, [II, XER”, (10) 
(rev. h =fj, gi) 
Consider the set r of all measurable functions h( . ): [to, tl] x R” --t R”, 
C’ with respect to x fulfilling (9) and (10). For each A( .) EA denote by 
x1( *) the Ito solution of Eq. (8), and define fA as 
fi..(lY x) = f: Ilitt) .lJx). 
j= 1 
It is known that (see [lo]) 
E sup I x,(6 412m < Gm, E [x2( t”, o) - x1( t’, w)l 2m 6 c2,,, It” - 1’1 m 
I 
(11) 
for any t’, t” E [to, cl], A(. ) E A, where the constants CZm and c2, depend 
only on m and (t, - to). 
Consider the set X of all Ito solutions x,J * ), A( =) E A, in (8), and A4 in 
Lemma 1 corresponding to the constant Ki = C4 in (11). Denote 
r1 = {fA4Y..J/(X% and define p,, r,. correspondingly. Consider the Ito 
equations 
dX(t)=f~(t, X)dt+ f g,(f, X)dwi(t), x(to) =x0, fE [to, t11, fcErc. 
i=l 
(12) 
THEOREM 1. Assume (9) and (10) holdfor Eq. (8). Then any Zto solution 
x2(.) for (8) can be approximated by solutions (x:(.)}~~~ of (12) in the 
sense that there exists a sequence {f~(~)}kb,~Z-c such that 
limk + m E sup, Ix:(t) - xl(t)12 = 0 uniformly with respect to ,I( .) E A, where 
x2(. ) is the solution of the equation defined by f t(. ) with the same initial con- 
dition as xI( * ). 
E sup MS, 0) - XI(S, o)12 
SE EhlJl 
+ C,E sup 
I’E CWI II 
I’ CfAs, xh, 0)) -m, XA(S, m))l ds 2 (13) 
10 
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Proof: Standard estimates give 
where C,, and Cr are constants. 
The estimate in (13) shows that the statement is proved if the second 
term in the right-hand side of (13) can be made to approach zero for an 
appropriate sequence of functions { S:(. )}, >,. To find ff(. ), we make use 
of Lemma 2. We have to prove that for any E > 0 andf,(. ) E rI there exists 
f,( . ) E Z, such that 
sup E 
I’J” /i 
1” 
Cfc(t, x(w)) -fJt, x(w))1 dt ’ 6 E (14) l, 
uniformly in x( . ) E A4. 
For s>O and A(*)EA take a partition rc of [to, tl], t,,=so<sl< *+* < 
sN= t ,  such that (si+ 1 - SJ < (c)“‘/SK1 [( 1 + C,)(t, - t,)]"2; we devide 
each Ii= [si, si+ 1) into 1 subintervals Ej ,..., Ef with the property 
s 
S(t) dt = meas Ej. (15) 
b 
Define f,( t ,  x) =fj(x), t  E Ej, j = l,..., 1, i = l,..., N. 
By definition of f,( * ) and using (15) we have 
(16) 
Since [t', t " ]  E up=,, Zj, t’cZi,, t”eZi,, for any t', t"c [to, tl], from (16) 
it follows that (14) is fulfilled if 
> 
2 
IfAt, x(m)) -fn(t, x(o))1 dt 9; (17) 
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which holds as the following estimate shows 
2 
C cf, -Al dt <sup (meas Q2 9q(l + E Ix(o)12)(tl -to) <i. 
Ien 
Therefore (14) holds and using Lemma 2 for 6 = ak + 0 the proof is com- 
plete. 
A result similar to that in Theorem 1 is true even if the functions fi in 8 
are depending on (t, x, o) and it is studied in [S] in connection with 
necessary conditions for optimality in controlled diffusion processes 
without convexity assumptions. 
3. INVARIANTS FOR STOCHASTIC PROCESSES UNDER TIME CHANGE 
Let x( u ): [0, co) x Q + R” be a measurable process over the complete 
probability space {Q, S, P}. Suppose that there exists NE R with PN = 0 
such that x(t, o), t E [0, 00) is right continuous with left limit at any t > 0, 
for any w  E O\ N. 
Denote .Y the set which consists of bounded C’ functions 
p(. ): R” + (0, co); for the next lemma it is enough to suppose that p is 
bounded and Borel-measurable with inf .~ E K p(x) = mk > 0 for each compact 
KG R”. 
For each t E [0, co) the random vector x(t, .) induces a probability 
measure P,(dx) on R” equipped with the a-algebra B, of Bore1 measurable 
sets. A time change $(s, 0): [O, co) x Q --t [O, co) is defined by the inverse 
function $(s, w) = cp -‘(s, w), where cp(t, o) = St, dz/(p(x(z, 0)) is strictly 
increasing in the variable t for any o and lim,, o. (p(t, w) = co. The 
function $( ., 0): [O, co) + [0, co) has the same properties as cp(( ., w) for 
each o E Q, and +(s, o) = J; p( J’( z z, w)) dz, where zp(s, w) = x(ll/(s, o), w). 
Denote by Pf the probability measure generated by zP(s, .) on (R”, B,,). Let 
A be the closure of A. 
LEMMA 3. U,rosuPPP,(.)=Us>osuppP~(.)foranyp(.)E~. 
Proof Let p( -) E ,4’ be fixed and consider the corresponding 
probabilities Pf(. ), s B 0. 
Suppose x E Us 2 o supp Pf( .), Take V an arbitrary open neighbourhood 
of x and choose V, c V, I/, open, x E V,, such that the &-neighbourhood V; 
of V, fulfills V; E V for some E > 0. 
We have to prove that PT( V) > 0 for some T> 0 taking into account 
that P;( V, ) > 0 for some S > 0. 
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By the time change t = t&s, o), s 2 0, o E Sz, we get r(w) = Jl(S, w) and 
0 < P”s( V,) = P{z(S, w) E VI} = P{x(+D), w) E V,}. (18) 
Since p( .) is bounded it follows that r(w) <K, (V)w ELI, for some constant 
K>O. 
Approximate r( . ) by a decreasing sequence r,( . ), 0 < r,(o) < K, of sim- 
ple functions such that lim, _ o. r,(w) = r(o), o E Sz. 
Since the trajectories of x( - ) are right continuous almost everywhere in 
OESZ it follows that 
lim x(r,(w), w) = x(r(o), w), a.e. (P) in w  E: 52. (19) 
m--tee 
On the other hand 
and using (19) we get 
(20) 
for m sufficiently large, where 2a = P{x(z(w), co) E V,}. 
Since r,( . ) = xi tiZa,( . ), from (20) we deduce that 
P{x(ti, W)E V} >o (21) 
for some i. Therefore xEU,,,suPPP,(*). Conversely, let 
x E U, a ,, supp P,( . ) and take V, VI, E > 0 as above. We have to prove 
Ps( V) > 0 for some S> 0 taking into account that PT( V,) > 0 for some 
T>O. We get 
~(0) = cp(T, w) 
and 
O<P#‘V,)=P{x(T,o)~ I’,} =P{z”(t(o),o)~ VI}. (22) 
Define 
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Since r(. ) is a.e. (P) finite we obtain 
P{z”(z(o), 0 e V,, T(W) < N} 2 a (23) 
for N sufficiently large, where 2a = PT( V,). 
Repeating the computation performed for getting (21) from (18) we 
obtain that P(zP(ti, o) E V} > 0 and the proof is complete. 
The result in Lemma 3 can be made more meaningful if the process 
X(t, o), t E [0, co), w  E Q, is taken as the Ito solution for autonomous 
stochastic equation 
dx(t) =f(x) dt + f g{(X) dWi(t)y -@)=x0, (24) 
i=l 
where w(. ) is a Wiener process over the probability space {Sz, {e}, 9, P} 
and f, g, are C2 fulfilling 
1, k = l,..., n, for some natural number p, (resp. h =f, g,). 
Choosing a( *) E 8, p(x) = e~“~~‘, A> 0, the Ito solution x( t, o) for (24) 
is converted into the Ito solution z(s, w) = x(&s, o), o) for 
dz(s) =P(z) f(z) ds + jJ ( P(z))“2 gAz) dGi(s)7 40) =x0, (26) 
i=l 
where I&S, o) = $-‘(s, w), ij(t, o) = J& &@(x(T, w)), and G(s) is the 
Wiener process G(s, w) = j$(“*“) dw(r)/( p(x(r, o)))“’ over the probability 
space (52, {gS}, 9, P> with 9x = S$,,. The process G(s), s > 0, is indeed an 
m-dimensional Wiener process because for each r E R”, Irl = 1 the scalar 
process r * G(s) = Cy= 1 riGi is a one-dimensional Wiener process (see [6, 
Vol. 3, pp. 292, 293; 10, Proof of Theorem 6.2, p. 511). 
Lemma 3 applied for (24) shows that in order to study the 
corresponding set U lao supp P,( .) we may use the Eq. (26) which has 
bounded coefficients. 
THEOREM 2. Let the condition (25) holds for the Ito equation in (24). 
Then Utao suPPP,(.)=U,,o supp Pf(. ) for any p( . ) E 8. 
By condition (25), the coefficients pf, (p)‘12 gi and their first and second 
partial derivatives are bounded and using results in [7] we get 
(27) 
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where Pt is the probability measure generated by z(s, .) on (R”, B,) and 
A(x,) is the attainable set of the deterministic control system 
g=Ptz) [f(z)bi ,f (g) gitz) + n(z9 giCz)) P,tz))] 
r=l 
+ f ui(s)(d(z))“2 gitz), 40) =x0, (28) 
i= 1 
where the admissible set of controls v(. ) E V,, consists of piecewise constant 
functions with a finite number of discontinuity points. 
Recall that the attainable set of a control system in R” with given initial 
condition x(0)=x0 consists of all points y E R” such that there is an 
admissible control u(. ) E V. and a finite time T > 0 with the property 
x”(T) =y, where x”( .) is the solution of the control system corresponding 
to the control o( .) and x”(0) = x0. 
As Lemma 3 shows, the set USa o supp P;(. ) must be independent of 
P(.)EP’. 
On the other hand the set ,4(x,) appearing in (27) depends on the par- 
ticular choice j?( * ) E 8. 
This peculiar fact can be eliminated by noting that the set ,4(x,) of (28) 
coincides with the closure of the attainable set for the following deter- 
ministic control system 
$=f(x)Fi ,f $ tx) gitx) + 2 oi(t) giCx)9 40) =x0, (29) 
r=l i= I 
for u( * ) E Vo, which is the same as the control system associated in [7] for 
Ito equations with bounded coefficients. 
THEOREM 3. Let condition (25) holds for the Ito equation in (24). Then 
iJ suPP JY. ) = &o) foranyp(.)Ep, 
SBO 
where A(x,) is the attainable set for (29). 
Prooj Everywhere in this proof A(x,) will be the attainable set for (28). 
The set ,4(x,) in (28) can be described as the closure of the attainable set 
for the control system 
+ mW’* f $(s, z)gi(z), 40) =x0, s >, 0, (30) 
i= 1 
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where uF(s, z) is C’ in the variable z for s fixed, piecewise constant in s for 
z fixed, and (p(z))‘/’ u)(s, z) is bounded in z uniformly with respect to s in 
compact sets. From (30) for each u*(. ) we obtain a unique Caratheodory 
solution z( .) which exists on [0, co); the restriction of this solution to any 
compact interval [0, S] is the limit of a sequence of solutions on [0, S] in 
(28) corresponding to the controls u( * ) E V0 obtained as piecewise constant 
approximation for the piecewise continuous control u*(s) = u*(s, z(s)), 
s E [0, S]. It follows that A(x,) = A*(x,), where ,4*(x0) is the attainable set 
for (30). Denote by A**(xO) the attainable set for the control system 
z=P(Z) [ fCz) -!j ,f $ (z) gJz) + f u**(S, Z) gj(Z)]y Z(0) =Xgy 
1=1 i= 1 
(31) 
where u**(. ) has the same continuity properties as u*( * ) and we require 
j?(z) uT*(s, z) to be bounded in z uniformly with respect to s in compact 
sets. 
We note that it becomes clear by taking u,+(s, z) = (~~(z))“~(u~*(s, z) + 
A/;!(z, g,(z))) in (30) and uT*(s, z) = (F(z)-“~ uF(s, z) - (A/2)(2, g,(z)) in - - 
(31) that A**(x,) = A*(x,) and therefore A**(x,,) = A*(x,) = ,4(x,). 
On the other hand, using the same arguments as in getting 
A(x,)=A*(xO) for (28) and (30) we obtain that A**(xO) equals to the 
closure of the attainable set for 
dZ=+-(Z)-; ,f $g,(z)f f ui(s)g,(z)], ds 
z(O)=x, (32) 
r=l i= I 
for u(.)E VO. 
Since every solution in (32) on a compact interval is converted by a 
time-change into a solution of (29) on some compact interval in [0, co) 
and conversely, by using the above equalities between attainable sets we 
get that the closure of the attainable sets in (28) and (29) are equal. In con- 
clusion we use Lemma 3 and the proof is complete. 
We remark that if in Theorem 3 the set ,4(x,) is replaced by the 
attainable set A T(x0) at the fixed time T> 0, then the result is no longer 
true. 
The sets appearing in Lemma 3 and Theorem 2 are describing the sup- 
port of the measure vi.(. ) = J; e -“I’,(. ) dt, i > 0, on (R”, B,), where P,( . ) 
is the probability measure generated by x(t, . ). The conclusion in Lemma 3 
proves that supp v$(. ) is an invariant with respect to p E .6P and I > 0, where 
v$(. ) = s; e ~ “Py(. ) dt and P;(. ) is the probability measure generated by 
zP(t, . ), zP(t, o) = x($(t, w), w). In addition, Theorem 3 proves that 
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supp v$( * ) = .4(x,) for any p E 8, A > 0, where A(x,) is the attainable set in 
(29). -- 
Since A(y) &A(x,) for any YEA(,) it follows that ,4(x,) is a closed 
invariant set for the Ito equation in (24); if x(O)E A(x,), then 
x(t,~)~A(x~) a.e. (P) for each 220. 
Though the Ito solution in (24) exists on the entire half line [0, co), the 
solutions in deterministic control system (29) describing A(x,) do not exist 
necessarily on [0, co). 
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